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JetSort 1000 Coin Sorters
Compact

Options & Accessories

The easy access to coin drawers on this very
small unit allows the JetSort 1000 to be used
in the smallest of spaces.

Coin Bag: Any or all of the sorted coins can be
collected in coin bags or boxes (drawers). Coin
collection can be changed at any time to bag
or box. Shown below is an 8-coin machine with
bag adapters.

Fast & Reliable

Barcode Scanner: Scan barcode for label
entry.
Remote Display: Large, red LED numbers
show coin totals. Requires Communications
option.

JetSort sorts as many as 2,200 coins per
minute. The patented sorting disk is warranted
for 10,000,000 coins.
Easy to Use
Large control keys, an easy to read LCD display
and built-in lift tray assure accurate and easy
coin processing.
Value Counter Option: All coins are counted
by denomination and collected into a single
transfer box, which is easy to pour into a larger
central JetSort for consolidated processing.

Models Available: AUD, EUR, GBP, CAD and
many others.
Coins Sorted: up to 8 coins.
Sorting Speed: up to 2,200 coins per minute.
Dimensions: 27cm W x 24.5cm H x 42.5cm D
Weight: 24.5 kg

Adjustable Riser: The adjustable riser raises
the JetSort 1000 according to the height of the
coin bag. Must be used when using coin bag
option.
Communications: Four RS232 ports connect
JetSort 1000 to a printer, computer, remote
display, or JetScan/JetCount currency
processor.
Advanced Keyboard & Electronics: Allows ID
numbers for operators or account numbers
to be added to coin information sent to
printers or computers. Allows label headers
to be customized to match user terms.
Provides adjustable bag/box stop limits by
denomination and allows for coin packaging.
Also allows JetScan® or JetCount® note
processors to be connected to JetSort 1000
for consolidation of coin and note totals.
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Complete Coin & Currency Systems
When processing both coin and currency, you
can connect JetSort 1000 to Cummins Allison
currency equipment to combine coin and
currency details/totals in a single printout
and/or transmission to your computer.

To learn more about how
the JetSort 1000 coin sorter
improves productivity, visit
cumminsallison.com.au
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Generations of Vision and Excellence
Cummins Allison sets the standard for accuracy and dependability.
Cummins Allison is a global leader in developing solutions that quickly and efficiently count, sort and authenticate currency, checks and coin. With a 126-year
heritage of leadership in technology and product innovation, Cummins Allison serves the majority of financial institutions worldwide, as well as leading organizations in retail, gaming, law enforcement and government. Ninety-seven percent of our customers recommend our products and services.
Cummins Allison holds more than 350 U.S. patents and invests double the industry average in R&D. Our world-class sales and service network includes
hundreds of local representatives in more than 50 offices in North America, 5 wholly-owned subsidiaries in Europe and is represented in more than 70 countries
around the world.
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